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ISSY //
Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP
VANITY UNIT

Named for its signature Zuster-designed “butterfly” handle, Z8 Butterfly pays homage to craftsmanship and bespoke design with a series
of cleverly integrated luxuries. The ISSY Z8 Butterfly Vanity Unit with 2 - 4 Drawers and Left/Right Hand Extended Top can be customised
to the millimetre from 1000 to 2000mm, and allows you to enjoy the ease and convenience of performing your daily ritual while sitting at
your vanity.
Designed and Manufactured in Australia

SPECIFICATIONS
Recommended use

Domestic, Commercial & Hotel

Materials

Vanity Frame - Solid American Oak

Hazelnut Oak

Bench Top - Corian
Timber Colours

American Oak, Charcoal Oak, Pony Oak , Hazelnut Oak.

Corian Colours

Glacier White, Sonora, Oyster, Deep Night Sky

Fixing

Bolted / Screwed to Wall by a Licensed Trades Person

Basin

Sold Separately

Pony Oak

To see the complete ISSY range go to
www.reece.com.au/bathrooms

STANDARD SIZES

DRS1000(L/R)

Width (mm)

1000

DRS1500(L/R)
1200

Depth (mm)

450

450

Height (mm)

390

390

Number of Drawers

2

4

Basin Options

1

1

CUSTOM SIZES

DRS1001-1300(L/R)

DRS1350-1500(L/R)

DRS1501-1600(L/R)

Width (mm)

1001 - 1300

1350-1500

1501-1600

Depth (mm)

450

450

450

Height (mm)

390

390

390

Number of Drawers

2

4

4

Basin Options

1

1

1

CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS
Your timber frame should be cleaned with a mild, non acidic, non abrasive detergent and soft cloth . Finish by cleaning off detergents
with a soft damp cloth and towel dry. Always clean spills and water immediately. Please refrain from hanging wet towel on Ballerina
bar, as this may damage the timber.
Damage caused by any improper treatement is not covered by the product warranty. Refer to Warranty Conditions.
Disclaimer: Products in this specification manual must by regulation be installed by licensed and registered trade people.
The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right to vary specifications or delete models from their range without prior
notification. Dimensions are nominal measurements only. Dimensions and set-outs listed are correct at time of publication
however the manufacturer/distributor takes no responsibility for printing errors.
Tech Page Version 2
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Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP VANITY UNITS
COLOUR OPTIONS

CORIAN OPTIONS

TIMBER OPTIONS

AMERICAN OAK

HAZELNUT OAK

GLACIER WHITE

SONORA

PONY OAK

CHARCOAL OAK

OYSTER

DEEP NIGHT SKY

1000 - 1500 Standard (L/R)

Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the installation instructions is left
with the end user for future reference

1001 - 1600 Custom (L/R)
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Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP VANITY UNITS
STANDARD SIZES

1000W X 450D X 390H LEFT DRESSER

1000W X 450D X 390H RIGHT DRESSER

1500W X 450D X 390H LEFT DRESSER

1500W X 450D X 390H RIGHT DRESSER
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Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP VANITY UNITS
CUSTOM SIZES

1001-1300W X 450D X 390H RIGHT DRESSER

1001-1300W X 450D X 390H LEFT DRESSER

1350-1499W X 450D X 390H RIGHT DRESSER

1350-1499W X 450D X 390H LEFT DRESSER

1501-1600W X 450D X 390H RIGHT DRESSER

1501-1600W X 450D X 390H LEFT DRESSER
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Z8 BUTTERFLY VANITY UNIT
VANITY FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Vanity should be installed by a qualified, licensed trade person.
Vanity Fitting Instructions
•

Prior to installation it is important to inspect the vanity to ensure no damage has occurred in transit. If damage has occurred, or a
visible defect exists, do not proceed with the installation and advise supplier immediately. No warranty claim for damage will be
accepted if the vanity is installed.

•

Prior to installation check wall/tile surface where unit will be fitted is flat and even. Installing on uneven wall will result in the unit
twisting – DO NOT PROCEED.

•

It is recommended that the Solid Surface Top is protected during installation.

PLEASE NOTE: MANUFACTURER WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE COST OF INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL OF THE VANITY & THE
WARRANTY WILL BE VOIDED IF DAMAGE OCCURRED DURING INSTALLATION.
IF INSTALLING WITH ISSY TALLBOY PLEASE REFER TO ISSY TALLBOY INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Remove drawers (refer to Drawer Installation
& Adjustment instructions)

2.

Mark base and back of vanity for drilling to
allow for plumbing pipes.

3.

Drill holes for pipes with appropriate size
hole saws.

4.

Position Vanity over pipes in correct position.

5.

Check with spirit level that the vanity is
completely level and sitting flat to wall.

6.

Screw vanity to wall through back of the
vanity, ENSURING SCREWS ARE FIXED
TO STUDS. Allow enough fixing points at
the top and bottom of the back panel to
sufficiently secure the unit to the wall.

7.

Replace drawers (refer to Drawer Installation
& Adjustment Instructions)

8.

Ensure corian is right way up. Silicon to
secure and mount permanently. Additional
silicone is also required on the edge of the
vanity where the Corian meets the tiles/wall.
If wall to wall, all four edges require Silicon.

9.

Place the drawers back in unit. To do this,
fully extend the drawer runner and place
drawers on the guides, when pushed
closed these should click together and run
smoothly. If the drawers run freely, remove
and repeat the step.

**Recommendation for Plumbing
Waste should not be over tightened to avoid
stress on basin and top.

REMOVE DRAW

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT AT BACK

1. Fully extend drawer

1. Roll wheels left to right to move
draw up and down

2. Squeeze Clips and carefully pull
drawers out.
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Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP VANITY UNITS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Tall Boy Fitting Instructions

• Prior to installation it is important to inspect the Z8 Tall Boy to ensure no damage has occurred in transit. If damage has occurred, or a
visible defect exists, DO NOT proceed with installation and advise supplier immediately. No warranty claim for damage will be accepted
if the Cabinet is installed. This includes scratches to the glass.
• It is recommended that the mirror is protected during installation.
Please Note: Manufacturer will not be liable for the cost of installation or removal of the mirror and the warranty will be voided if
damage occurred during or after installation.

Please Note: Manufacturer will not be liable for the cost of installation or removal of the Tall Boy and the warranty will be voided if
damage occurred during or after installation.

Installing the Tall Storage Unit
1. Locate the stud (you can screw through any part of the back
of the unit) into the stud.
2. Drill holes and lightly countersink your screw hole to ensure
a neat finish. (If it is a brick wall, you will need to use the
appropriate masonry drill bits as well as a hammer drill. A
toggle type system is also required (fixings not supplied)
3. Fix your unit to the wall.
4. Corian Support (4B) (Included with Z8 Extended Top Vanity)
- If not already Installed, Identify which side will be adjoining
with the Corian and fix into pre-drilled holes.

Recommendation for Plumbing
Waste should not be over tightened to avoid stress on basin and top.
Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the installation
instructions is left with the end user for future reference
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Z8 BUTTERFLY EXTENDED TOP VANITY UNITS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Installing the Shaving Cabinet

Note: It is recommended that you use an Installation stand
(Not included) to assist the installation of this Shaving
Cabinet. This unit being level is imperative to the
Overall installation.
1. Ensure you measure correctly so that the top of the shaving cabinet
aligns flush with the top of the Tall Storage Unit. DETAIL: A
2. You can drill through any part of the back of the unit into the wall.
Ensure you have at least 4 points of contact to studs. These screws
can be hidden with the timber plugs included.
3. If required, you can also fix the Shaving Cabinet to the Tall Storage
Unit internally (again neatly drill and countersink holes before
screwing together)

Installing the Vanity
Note: It is recommended the gap between vanity and shaving cabinet is
measured at both ends to ensure level installation.
ENSURING SCREWS ARE FIXED TO STUDS Please fix Vanity Unit to studs at 4
point (minimum) for a 1000mm vanity, and 6 points for a 1500mm vanity.
1. The unit needs to be placed to line up with the plumbing system/ and
the units above and below. Standard mounting height is 760mm from
the ground to the top of the Corian.
2. You can drill through any part of the back of the unit into the wall.
Ensure you have at least 4 points of contact to studs.

Re-attaching the Drawers
1. Fully extend the drawer runner and place drawers on the guides
2. When pushed closed these should click together and run smoothly. If
the drawers do not click together or don’t run freely, remove and repeat
the step.

